... new hampshire senator james dean widening her lead and a potential november matchup against former massachusetts senator republican scott brown suffolk university poll of likely voters shows shaheen with a fifty two to thirty nine percent lead over brown brown has not yet said whether he will run the current operator of the mbta commuter ...

... hampshire voters. the poll was done by suffolk university. for the upcoming u-s senate race... 46 percent say they're still undecided about ...

... a new poll shows democratic enhancer senator jeanne shaheen standing her league and a potential november matchup against scott brown suffolk university poll of likely voters solution shows shaheen with a thirty sorry fifty two to thirty nine percent lead over brown the former us senator from two sets he has not said yet whether he will run and are forecasting ...

... hampshire voters. the poll was done by suffolk university. for the upcoming u-s senate race... 46- percent say they're still undecided about ...
The Boston Herald-Suffolk University poll of 800 likely New Hampshire voters shows Brown trailing Shaheen, 52 percent to 39 percent.

Paleyologos, director of the Suffolk University Political Research Center, has some brand new numbers from New Hampshire.

They should be. Let's take a look at that poll. New Suffolk University those that may not be familiar with it had Brown trailing Senator Gene Shaheen 2252 to 39 percent. That is at margin.

A new Boston Herald-Suffolk University poll shows what's on the minds of New Hampshire voters. For this fall's U.S. Senate race.

Scoreboard. Of course a new Suffolk University poll, Brown trails Democratic incumbent Jeanne Shaheen badly. Shaheen up to 52. That's a reelect number.
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... a new boston herald-suffolk university poll shows what's on the minds of new hampshire voters. for this fall's u-s ...
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... everyone know. >> at this time, a suffolk university boston herald poll shows the republican as the underdog in a potential new hampshire senate race, trailing current democratic ...
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... news. a new poll from suffolk university finds that shaheen is leading former massachusetts senator scott brown by 13 points in a potential, and i say potential head to head matchup. ...
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... everyone know. >> at this time, a suffolk university boston herald poll shows the republican as the underdog in a potential new hampshire senate race, trailing current democratic ...
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... everyone know. >> at this time, a suffolk university boston herald poll shows the republican as the underdog in a potential new hampshire senate race, trailing current democratic ...
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... scoreboard. of course a new suffolk university poll, brown trails democratic incumbent jeanne shaheen badly. shaheen up to 52. that's a reelect number. ...
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... just 32%. 42% view him unfavorably. suffolk university surveyed 800 likely new hampshire voters for this poll. >> robel filippos tells a federal magistrate he can no ...

... Sen Scott Brown Brown comes closest he trails Shaheen 52 percent of 39 percent in the Suffolk University poll Brown's unfavorable waiting for it to percentage higher than his fame Robles 33 percent from whistling move to New Hampshire and he's been the target of negative Radio and TV ...
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... later and i will let everyone know. >> a new suffolk university "boston herald" poll shows that brown is the underdog trailing shaheen by 13 points. >>> a host of republicans ...

... Scott Brown Brown comes causes he trails 15 52 percent to 39 percent in Suffolk University poll brass unfavorable rating Forty-two percent is higher than estate Robles 33 percent Brown we saw we moved to New Hampshire and is the target of negative Radio and TV Yes even though ...
... joining us to do that from the beacon hill studio is chris dearborn, suffolk university law professor. thank you for being with us this morning, thank you for having hy. >> sounds like by all counts the ...

... rather than later and i will let everyone know. >> suffolk university boston herald poll shows he is trailing jeanne shaheen by 13 points. you could see mark ockerbloom full interview about the poll on ...

... later and i will certainly let everyone know. >> new suffolk university boston herald poll shows brown as underdog and potential new hampshire sent race trailing jeanne shaheen by 13 points and ...